Abstract. Given a collection of squares of arbitrary side lengths whose total area is at least 3. Then the unit square can be covered by translates of these squares.
Introduction
Let (Si) be a finite or infinite sequence of squares in the plane and let I be a fixed axis. The angle between a side of Si and I may be different from the angle between a side of Sj and I, for i φ j (each square has an arbitrary specified orientation). We say that the sequence (5t) permits a translative covering of a square S if there exist translations a¿ such that S C |J In [5] it is showed that any sequence of squares of side lengths not greater than 1 whose total area is greater than or equal to 3 permits a translative covering of the unit square I. This result gives a partial answer to the following problem of Moser (see, for instance, Problem LM 5 in [7] ): "Can any set of rectangles of largest edge 1 and total area 3 be used to cover a unit square (No rotations, please) ?".
In the original Moser's problem rectangles have sides not longer than 1. Obviously, this assumption is not necessary for a covering by squares. The aim of the paper is to show that any sequence of squares of arbitrary side lengths whose total area is greater than or equal to 3 permits a translative covering of I. The present paper is a complement of [5] , where the author presented the problem of translative covernig by squares of side lengths not greater than 1. We will use notations, definitions and covering methods described in [5] .
More results concerning coverings and packings are given in [1] [2] [3] [4] and
Lemmas
As in [5] , by ax h we mean a rectangle such that one its side, of length a, is parallel to the first coordinate axis and the other side has length h. Such a rectangle is proper, h is called the height and a is called the width of this rectangle. Additionally, we say that a trapezoid is proper if it is right and if its bases are parallel to the first coordinate axis. Moreover, let In [5] it is showed that: 2 , then by Lemma 1 we see that S 2 contains 1 χ (1 -h) and, consequently, I can be covered by S\ and Otherwise, let w be the largest number such that S2 D w x (1 -h). Obviously, 0.6 < h < 1 and w > 0.5. Moreover, by Lemma 1 we have w > y/s^ -(1 -h) 2 (1) IQIcl-lflSil + ISal + ISsI).
Proof. If Si is proper, then Si permits a covering of I. Assume that S\ is not proper. The translation σχ is defined so that two successive vertices of I are contained in sides of σι Si. We can assume, without loss of generality, that σι Si is placed as in Fig. 1 and that 0 < a < 45°, where a = a(Si ) (see 
2" fc_1 < q < 2~k.
Fig. 2.
By (3) we have e? < 1 + 4~k. By g = by si > 1 and by (4) we deduce that 1 -cosa < 2~k sin a. This implies that By (3) we have sf < 1.09. By (2) we see that ρ > 0.5. Moreover, q < 0.3 and si > 1 imply that 0.3 sin a + cos a. > 1. Hence a < 33.4° and, consequently, tana < |.
Subcase 3a, when s § > | + |.
By Lemma 1 we see that Ss contains a rectangle ^ χ | and that S 2 contains a rectangle ^J s 2 -g x We place the squares so that
If \Js2 -^ > g, then I can be covered by Si, S 2 and S3. Otherwise, we take
Q =
It is easy to check that
i.e. that (1) holds provided ±\/5 < s 2 < \J(f) 2 + ¡j¡, 1 < si < vTÔ9 and S3 < 1-5 -S2·
Subcase 3b, when s § < | + \.
It is easy to check that s 2 > 1.5 -S3
and \y/b < s 3 < yß\ imply that > 0.25 + (l -y/4 -0.25) 2 . Thus 65 > 0.5. By Lemma 1 we conclude that it is possible to place S 2 and S3 so that 
and, consequently, I can be covered by S\, S% and S3.
Assume that either ^s^ -0.36 < 0.9 or be < 0.6. We place S2 and S3 so that "Large" proper rectangles or "large" proper trapezoids contained in squares are to be used for the covering. The following lemma explains how large proper rectangle or how large proper trapezoid is contained in a "large" square. Let us remember that Pmax{Si) denotes the proper rectangle of maximum area and height from the set {1, ... } that is contained in Sì; if there are two such rectangles (for example | χ | and 5X5), then we take as P max {Si) the one with the largest height. Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that 0° < a < 45°, where a = a(S) (see Fig. 1 in [5] ). Assume that |S| = s 2 > |c -By s = ^ sin a + c cos a (see Fig. 2 in [5] , where d -^ ) we conclude that Proof. Let S\,S2,· •. be a sequence of squares of total area not smaller than 3. We can assume, without loss of generality, that si > S2 > ..., where si denotes the side length of S t .
We can assume that there are at least three squares in the sequence. If there is only one square, then |5i| > 3. Consequently, I can be covered by S\, because we know by Lemma Part I. Assume that it is impossible to cover translatively a part of I by Si, S2 and S3 so that the uncovered part of I is contained in a proper square Q and that (1) holds. Moreover, assume that it is impossible to cover translatively a part of I by Si and S2 in such a way that the uncovered part of I is contained in a proper square Q and that \Q\ < 1 -^(|Si| + IS2I).
In Cases 1-6 we will present a covering method (based on the i^-method presented in [5] ) where I is to be covered by the squares Si, S2,... and we show that if I is not covered according to this method, then the sum of the areas of the squares is smaller than 3, which is a contradiction.
Case 1, when h\ < j.
We argue as in Cases 1 and 2 of the proof of Theorem of [5] .
Case 2, when h\ -1.
We can assume that hi < because otherwise I can be covered by Si and S2. We use Pi for the covering: we cover by Pf and, consequently, by Si the second ^-layer. Obviously, Pi = P ma x(Si ) and, therefore, |Si| < 1 + 0. If /12 -then 02 < 1 -01, because Si and S2 do not fulfill the assumptions of Lemma 2 in Part I of the proof. If 04 = then we use the fo-method. Assume that I is not covered (this implies that 05 < Consequently, Σ Ν < |Si| + 3|5 2 | + 2.5 · 0.5-(1-αϊ-O2 + 0.25). An easy computation shows that this value is not greater than 3.
If the height of each right rectangle is not greater than then Σ ι Si I < 1 + al + 2.5(1.25 -αϊ) < 3.
Case 3, when h\ = ^ and αϊ < 0.35.
We argue as in Case 5 of the proof of Theorem of [5] .
Case 4, when h\ = a\ > 0.35, /13 = \ and a 2 + 03 > 1.
By Lemma 3, arguing as in Subcase 4a of the proof of Theorem of [5] we conclude that S3 < 0.25\/5· This paper allows the case when hi = \ and \Si\ > 1. Subcase 4c, when αχ > 0.96. First assume that either Si contains the trapezoid described in Lemma 4 or 02 > 0.96 and S2 contains the trapezoid described in Lemma 4. We use such trapezoid Tj (where either j = 1 or j -2) and, consequently, we use the corresponding square Sj, for the covering of a part of the first player so that the uncovered part of this layer is contained in (1 -aj) χ 0.25. We cover the second ^-layer by the remaining two squares from the following: Si, S2, S3 that are not used for the covering of the first ¿-layer. Rectangles P4, P5,... are used for the further covering by the ίο-method. If I is not covered, then Σ 15i| < α 2 + 0.
Now assume that Si does not contain the trapezoid described in Lemma 4 and that either 02 < 0.96 or <22 > 0.96 and S2 does not contain the trapezoid described in Lemma 4. By Lemma 4 we know that |Si | < 2.5|Pi | -Yg. Moreover, we know that IS2I < 2.51I -provided 02 > 0.96 and, consequently, either |S 2 | < 0.96 2 + 0. If (?) is fulfilled, then we cover the second ^-layer by 82,83,84. As in Subcase 4b of the proof of Theorem of [5] we show that | S21+1 S31 +1S41 < 1-5.
If (ii) is fulfilled, then we cover the second ^-layer by S2,..., S5. Obviously, 02+03+04+05 > 1. A computation shows that |-S r 21H
h 15*51 < 1.5. The method of the covering of the first ^-layer depends on the size of the remaining rectangles. If a\ < 0.96, then we use the io" me thod and we argue as in Subcases 4a, 4b. If αχ > 0.96, then either |Si| < 2.5|Pi| -^ and we use the ¿ο-method or Si contains the trapezoid described in Lemma 4. In the latter case we use the trapezoid for the covering of a part of the first ¿-layer so that the uncovered part of this layer is contained in (1 -αχ) χ 0.25 and we argue as in Subcase 4c. 
This implies that <
Subcase 6a, when αϊ < 0.9.
By (4) of [5] we know that |Si| < 2.5|Pi| -^ provided 0.35 < αχ < 0.9. If /13 = then we cover by S 2 and S3 the fourth I-layer and we use the ίο-method for the covering by S4, S5, If I is not covered, then £ |S¿| < 2.5 · 1.25 -g = 3.
Part II. Assume that there is m\ G {2,3} such that it is possible to cover translatively a part of I by Si,..., S mi so that the uncovered part is contained in a proper square Q1 of the area smaller than 1 -|(|Si| H l· \Smi\) < 5Ej> mi \Si\-We cover a P art of 1 in this wa y· By ¿>mi \Si\ > 3|Qi| we conclude that there exists such an integer ζ that X^= rni+ i |Sj| > 3|Qi|.
There are three possibilities: (i) there exists an index m 2 € {mi + l,mi + 2, mi + 3} such that Q1 can be translatively covered by S mi +i,..., S m2 ;
(ii) there exists an index m 2 € {mi + 2, mi + 3} such that we can cover translatively a part of Q\ by S mi +i,..., S m2 so that the uncovered part is contained in a proper square Q 2 of the area smaller than |Qi|-^(|S mi+1 | + ---+ |S m2 |)<i ¿ I S¿|; i=m2+\ (iii) for both, m = mi + 2 and m = mi + 3, it is impossible to cover translatively a part of Q\ by S mi +i,..., S m so that the uncovered part of Q1 is contained in a proper square Q and that \Q\ < \Qi\ -|(|S mi +i| + ••• + |S m |).
In case (ii) we continue this covering process, i.e. we cover a part of Q\ by S mi +i,..., Sm2 · By EL· mi+i \Si\ > 3|Qi| we conclude that there are two possibilities:
(a) on a stage of this covering process I has been covered; (b) there exists an integer πιk and a proper square Qk whose area does not exceed | Y^l =mk+ 1 |S¿| such that the following two conditions are fulfilled:
(61) I \ Qk has been translatively covered by the squares preceding 
